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Abstrat

Muh reent work on boolean satis�ability has foussed

on inomplete algorithms that sari�e auray for im-

proved running time. Statistial preditors of satis�ability

do not return atual satisfying assignments, but at least

two have been developed that run in linear time. Searh al-

gorithms allow inreased auray with additional running

time, and an return satisfying assignments. The eÆient

searh algorithms that have been proposed are based on it-

eratively improving a random assignment, in e�et searh-

ing a graph of degree equal to the number of variables. In

this paper, we examine an inomplete algorithm based on

searhing a standard binary tree, in whih statistial pre-

ditors are used to speulatively prune the tree in onstant

time. Experimental evaluation on hard random instanes

shows it to be the �rst pratial inomplete algorithm based

on tree searh, surpassing even graph-based methods on

smaller instanes.

1 Introdution

Satis�ability, determining whether a boolean formula ould possibly be made

true, is a quintessential NP-omplete problem (Cook, 1971; Garey and John-

son, 1991). It remains hard even when the formula must be presented as a

onjuntion of disjuntions of at most three literals. An example of suh a

formula might be the rules for pet ompatibility: (dog _ at _ parakeet) ^
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(:at _ :dog) ^ (:at _ :parakeet). This restrited version, known as 3-

satis�ability or 3-Sat, has the maximum simpliity|the problem an be

solved in polynomial time when restrited to two-element lauses (Even,

Itai, and Shamir, 1976). Boolean satis�ability is partiularly interesting be-

ause it is a fundamental task in reasoning with propositional logi: one an

detet an inonsistent onlusion by onjoining it to the theory and show-

ing that the resulting formula is unsatis�able. It is also relatively easy to

onvert ertain other NP-omplete problems, suh as graph oloring, iruit

diagnosis, and Strips planning, into satis�ability problems.

In response to the intratability of satis�ability, two types of approxima-

tion algorithms have been proposed that trade a ertain probability of an

inorret answer for enormous improvements in running time. The predi-

tive algorithms use only general features of a formula, suh as the average

number of lauses per variable, to gauge its satis�ability. Although some

of these algorithms an be guaranteed to run in time linear in the size of

the formula, a preditor will not return an atual satisfying assignment;

suh assignments are useful in many appliations. The seond approah is

to iteratively modify an initial unsatisfying assignment, with the intent of

disovering one whih satis�es the formula. These algorithms organize their

searh spae as a graph rather than as a traditional binary tree, with assign-

ments onneted if they di�er on the value of only a single variable. Sine

these methods do not attempt to onsider all possible assignments, they

sometimes erroneously onlude unsatis�ability when, in fat, a satisfying

assignment exists.

In this paper, we will examine a third type of inomplete algorithm.

Rather than making loal moves over a graph representation of the possible

assignments, we will use baktraking to move through a traditional binary

tree. As with the graph-based algorithms, we will improve running time by

ignoring portions of the searh spae. As we will see, we an use variants

of the fast preditive satis�ability algorithms to determine whether a node

warrants expansion. This yields a pratial inomplete tree searh algorithm

for boolean satis�ability.

2 Previous Algorithms

The traditional omplete tree searh algorithm for satis�ability was de-

sribed by Davis, Logemann, and Loveland (1962), and is known as Dll.

1

1

They implemented a modi�ed version of the algorithm suggested by Davis and Putnam

(1960).
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Eah node represents a partial assignment and nodes are expanded by as-

signing an additional variable. Along any path from the root, the formula is

simpli�ed as lauses are eliminated by beoming satis�ed and as ourrenes

of variables (known as literals) beome false and an be removed. Contra-

ditory assignments are signalled by empty lauses. Any lause with a single

literal fores the value of that variable; by performing this hek, known as

unit propagation, after every assignment, the e�etive depth of the tree is

greatly redued.

Dll runs quikly on many problems, and it was not until 1992 that

Mithell et. al. formulated a distribution of instanes, known as random

3-Sat, for whih Dll requires exponential time in the average ase. In

this model, all lauses ontain three literals of three distint variables, eah

negated with probability

1

2

, and no lause is repeated. The number of lauses

per variable, known as �, an be varied, produing easily satis�ed instanes

with few onstraints, overonstrained instanes with easily found ontra-

ditions, or diÆult problems, with about 4:258n + 58:26n

�2=3

lauses per

variable (Crawford and Auton, 1996; Mithell, Selman, and Levesque, 1992).

Even on diÆult problems, however, areful seletion of the next variable to

assign an lower the exponent: Crawford and Auton's Tableau algorithm

runs in O(2

n=19:5

) time in the average ase on hard random 3-Sat instanes

(Crawford and Auton, 1996).

Running Dll may not be neessary if one is willing to tolerate some

probability of error. The Wsat algorithm of Selman, Kautz, and Cohen

(1994) uses a very di�erent kind of searh from Dll. Instead of organizing

partial assignments into a tree and thereby impliitly reording the portion

of the possibilities that have been onsidered, Wsat modi�es a omplete

assignment without attempting to reord its e�orts. In e�et, it makes

loal moves through a graph of assignments. The algorithm starts with a

random assignment and repeatedly selets an unsatis�ed lause and ips the

assignment of one of its variables. If one of the variables an be hanged

without ausing another lause to beome unsatis�ed, then that variable

is ipped, otherwise, with probability 1 � p, the variable that auses the

fewest other lauses to beome unsatis�ed is ipped, and with probability

p, a random variable in the lause in ipped. If a satisfying assignment is

not found after some number of ips, the algorithm tries again with a new

random assignment. Wsat runs in O(n

�0:6+0:4 ln(n)

) time in the average ase

on hard random 3-Sat instanes that are known beforehand to be satis�able

(Parkes and Walser, 1996).

If one is willing to tolerate error and also doesn't require an atual sat-

isfying assignment, even simpler preditive algorithms are available. As
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explained above, when given a formula from the random 3-Sat distribution,

� has been shown to predit satis�ability (Mithell, Selman, and Levesque,

1992). The average di�erene between the number of positive and the num-

ber of negative literals of eah variable, known as �, has also been shown

preditive for random 3-Sat formulas, espeially in ombination with �

(Sandholm, 1996). Pennok and Stout (1996) proposed the Pe-Sat predi-

tor, whih uses a lever approximation of variable dependenies to ompute

the expeted number of satisfying assignments in O(n

2

) time (O(n

3

) for an

extended version). They also showed that Pe-Sat ould be used during a

Dll searh. By pruning any node representing a subformula that Pe-Sat

predits has few or no solutions, the algorithms avoids unprodutive sub-

trees, at the risk of overlooking a satisfying assignment. By varying the

pruning threshold, auray an be traded for dereased running time.

Unfortunately, Pe-Sat-pruned Dll is not a pratial algorithm, as we

will see below in �gure 5. Its O(n

2

) predition at every node is too expensive,

and it is unlear how to reuse portions of previous omputations. But what

about using a less expensive preditor? � and � are easy to ompute,

although they have only been shown e�etive on formulas drawn from the

random 3-Sat distribution. Let's examine their behavior on the subformulas

that a Dll algorithm generates during its searh.

3 Training Data

Prediting satis�ability from � and � is most e�etive when one an om-

pare measurements to prior results on similar formulas, so we must gather

data on the probability of satis�ability of Dll subformulas with various val-

ues of � and �. When measuring the subformulas, we might expet the

harateristis of the simpler ones to shift away from those exhibited by

the original formula's distribution, so we an use the perentage of assigned

variables as an additional lassi�ation statisti. Figure 1 shows the up-

per bound of a 99% on�dene interval on the probability of satis�ability of

subformulas of Dll. The data were gathered while runningDll with a vari-

able hoie heuristi similar to that used by Tableau (Crawford and Auton,

1996), exept that the true number of unit propagations whih would result

from seleting eah andidate variable was not omputed. Variables were

set �rst to that value that would make the greater number of their literals

true. 100,000 formulas of 80 variables were used. They were drawn from the

random 3-Sat distribution, with initial � values ranging uniformly from

1

2

to 1

1

2

times the value at whih 50% of the instanes would be expeted to be
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Figure 1: Upper bound on the on�dene that Dll subformulas are satis�-

able. 1.1 indiates no data.

satis�able. Results were stored in a two-dimensional table with 80 entries

along the perent-assigned axis (for values between 0 and 1) and 100 entries

along the � axis (for values between 0 and 10). Con�dene intervals were

alulated asymmetrially (Lindgren and MElrath, 1959). For table entries

with no formulas, we have no idea what the upper bound should be and it

is plotted as 1.1.

The swath of �gure 1 ontaining data is tilted to the left, indiating

that, in general, � dereases as variables are assigned. This makes sense,

sine true literals eliminate lauses ontaining unassigned variables. The

bottom portion of the plot, orresponding to few assigned variables, mathes

previous results onerning random 3-Sat formulas, showing a monotoni

dependene on � with a steep transition from satis�able to unsatis�able

between � values of 4 and 4.5. The upper portion of the plot also mathes

intuition, with Dll unable to assign a large perentage of the variables in

many unsatis�able formulas. The middle portion of the plot is interesting,

and a slie taken aross � with 55% of the variables assigned appears in �gure

2. Dll subformulas do not simply have the smooth satis�ability pro�le of

random 3-Sat formulas shifted to the left|the data show a perturbation
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Figure 2: A slie through �gure 1 when 55% of the variables are assigned.

1.1 indiates no data.
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Figure 3: Upper bound on satis�ability when 20% of the variables are as-

signed. 1.1 indiates no data.

when � is 2.2, and a slower approah to unsatis�ability around 2.8 than one

would expet. Despite these anomalies, the data in �gure 1 show that there

are wide ranges where � seems useful for prediting unsatis�ability.

Using � improves the segregation of satis�able and unsatis�able subfor-

mulas. Figure 3 shows a slie through results gathered from Dll using

a three-dimensional table indexed by �, �, and the perentage of variables

assigned. The � axis had 100 entries, for values between 0 and 5. The right-

ward tilt of the ontours, partiularly at mid-range values of �, suggests that

a larger disparity between the number of positive and negative literals lowers

the number of ontraditions and improves the hane of �nding a satisfying

assignment. This agrees with the �ndings of Sandholm (1996) on random

3-Sat formulas.

4 Performane

Now that we have data about the satis�ability of Dll subformulas as a

funtion of � and �, we an use that information for pruning the searh

tree. At every node, we an alulate �, �, and perentage of variables that
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Figure 4: Performane of Dll with pruning using various preditors, mea-

sured in branhes.

have been assigned, and then index into the training data. If prior experiene

indiates a very low upper bound on the probability that the subformula is

satis�able, we won't bother expanding the node. By adjusting the upper

bound threshold, we an trade auray for speed.

Figure 4 shows the auray of Dll with pruning versus the number of

nodes expanded. The number of nodes is plotted as speed-up relative to

the same algorithm with no satis�ability predition or pruning, so a values

of 2 indiates half the usual number of branhes in the searh tree.

2

The

variable- and value-seletion heuristis were as desribed above. 2,000 hard

random 3-Sat instanes of 40 variables were used for testing. The � and

perentage assigned, and �, �, and perentage assigned data were gathered

from a separate olletion, as desribed above exept ontaining formulas of

40 variables. Error bars indiate 95% on�dene intervals.

2

Speed-up tends to be lower when measured in branhes rather than nodes generated,

sine some implementations, suh as that of Pennok and Stout (1996), appear to ount

eah unit propagation as a node.
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Pe-Sat seems to be the most aurate preditor, although it abruptly

exhibits pathologial behavior as the threshold number of solutions rises

past 4. It seems to prune every satis�able branh, foring Dll to explore

more of the tree while avoiding any solutions, resulting in low auray and

an enormous number of branhes. These data points appear at the left of

the plot, even though they result from moving the threshold past the value

used to generate the points falling to the right. While less aurate, the

simpler preditors have smoothly varying performane urves. More im-

portantly, they are muh easier to ompute. The number of variables and

lauses in eah subformula an be omputed by subtration from the par-

ent node as the formula is simpli�ed. Sine unit propagation already visits

all lauses in whih the reently-set variable's literal is beoming false and

being eliminated, the additional e�ort to ount the lauses that are being

eliminated, whih are those in whih the variable's literal is beome true, is

only a onstant fator. Therefore, � an be omputed in onstant time as

eah node. Similarly, eliminated lauses an be heked for ourrenes of

the literals of unbound variables, allowing � to be updated with onstant

time overhead. Given a on�dene level and upper bound, some additional

time an be saved by preomputing on�dene intervals and pruning dei-

sions for eah table entry. One might suspet that the O(n

2

) running time

of Pe-Sat wouldn't be a serious liability in pratie, sine most subformulas

are fairly small, but this is not the ase. For 40 variable instanes, all Pe-

Sat runs took at least 181 times as long as a plain Dll with no pruning,

for 80 variables instanes, at least 407 times as long, and for 120 variables

instanes, at least 632 times as long.

Figure 5 ompares the same runs of pruned Dll to Wsat. Sine Wsat

does no unit propagation, a omparison based on nodes would be mislead-

ing, so we ompare the algorithms on the basis of observed running time. As

before, speed-up is relative to Dll without predition or pruning. On these

40-variable instanes, the plain version of Dll performed 16.3 branhes per

formula at around 6,000 branhes per seond, and Wsat performed 66{

71,000 ips per seond. These running times orrespond to a De AlphaS-

tation 500/500 (Speint95 15.0, Spefp95 20.4). � and � were omputed

eÆiently as desribed above, although the variable-seletion heuristis were

implemented naively, taking time linear in the size of the original formula

at every node. Wsat was implemented using the same eÆient data stru-

tures as were shown best by Fukunaga (1997), and with attention to the

details disussed by Parkes and Walser (1996). We allowed Wsat to make

0:0445287n

2:3207

ips before restarting with a new random assignment. This

is our �t to the reported optimal data of Parkes and Walser (1996), and it
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Figure 6: Performane of Dll with pruning ompared to Wsat on 80-

variable instanes.

gave slightly better results than their reommended 0:02n

2:39

ips. To han-

dle unsatis�able instanes, we imposed a limit on the number of restarts,

and varied this limit to allow a trade-o� between auray and time.

Sine alulating the preditors and heking against training data takes

time, the runs of Dll using pruning must sari�e auray just to equal

the running time of the unadorned algorithm. The inreased auray of

predition using � does not o�set its additional omputation time, at least

in our implementation. Dll using Pe-Sat lies against the left edge of the

plot. The poor performane ofWsat is aused by its blind tenaity|sine it

an't reognize unsatis�able formulas, it must reah its restart limit for eah

one. Although many satis�able formulas are solved quikly, high auray

requires large numbers of restarts, and this beomes a penalty to be paid on

eah unsatis�able instane.

Figures 6{9 show the performane of the algorithms as the size of the

formulas is inreased. Separate training data was gathered for eah size,

exept at 160 and 200 variables, where the data from 120-variable formulas
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was used. As the number of variables inreases, so does the auray of all

the algorithms. The overhead of omputing the pruning preditors remains

onstant, as we would expet. The extra auray of � never beomes ost-

e�etive. Although it remains slower than plain Dll for high auraies,

Wsat improves faster at lower auraies than Dll with pruning, domi-

nating the tree-based searh for larger problems. A plot of the speed-up

ahieved for 90% auray is shown in �gure 10. Unfortunately, it is not

lear if these saling results are due to poor saling of our implementation

of the variable-seletion heuristis or an inherent property of the two kinds

of algorithms.

As we notied with 40-variable instanes, Wsat spends most of its time

on unprodutive restarts for unsatis�able formulas. When pruned Dll and

Wsat spend the same amount of time for the same auray, as we �nd with

95% auray on 160-variable formulas, Wsat's mean time per formula is

more than 6 times greater for unsatis�able than satis�able formulas, whereas

Dll only spends 2.5 times as long on them. Although it takes longer to �nd
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a satisfying assignment thatWsat,Dll an reognize unsatis�able formulas

and ease working on them.

SimilarDll results were obtained when using � and perentage assigned

data gathered from a olletion of exlusively hard random 3-Sat formulas.

Preliminary experiments also showed similar performane on 80-variable in-

stane when using training data from 40-variable instanes. Using depth

in the searh tree rather than the perentage of variables assigned gave in-

signi�antly worse results. Preliminary experiments have shown promising

results when using pruned Dll on random 3-Sat formulas with a variety of

� values. It remains to be seen how the algorithm performs on satis�ability

problems representing redutions of other NP-omplete problems.

If the atual satisfying assignment is not needed, preliminary experi-

ments have shown that even greater gains in running time an be ahieved

by also using the preditors to guess when a subformula is satis�able.

5 Possible Extensions

We have shown that traditional measures of satis�ability for random 3-Sat

formulas an be extended for use with the subformulas ourring in the

Dll searh tree. By using them for speulative pruning, we developed an

inomplete algorithm for boolean satis�ability that does not organize its

searh spae as a graph. The basi framework of a pruned Dll is simple,

and if a new preditive statisti were developed for subformulas, it ould

easily be inorporated into the algorithm. Inreased auray must always

be balaned against inreased running time, however, as we saw with �.

One possibility would be to ompute expensive estimates only oasionally.

Preditors for Dll subformulas an also be used in other algorithms.

One ould imagine variable seletion heuristis that gauge the promise of

subtrees by probing a onstant number of paths and estimating the satis-

�ability of the deeper nodes. Or the preditors ould be used for a searh

method based on heuristi probing (Bresina, 1996).

Although we have also shown the trade-o� between auray and speed

forWsat and a pruningDll, further analysis is needed to ensure that these

trade-o�s hold for individual instanes. With Wsat, it is easy to expend

more running time on an individual instane by starting with yet another

random assignment. With Dll, an iterative relaxation of the probability

threshold ould be used, although it is not immediately lear how smoothly

the probabilities hange as one desends the searh tree of a partiular in-

stane.
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